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1. Problem Finding
(The beginning…)
Identify a problem you would like to solve. You may want to brainstorm for problems using different approaches eg
thematic, survey or general brainstorming etc.

1A
Document a list of problems you have identified. Your documentation should show clearly
how your group came up with the problems.
Firstly, we looked at whether we wanted to solve issues at home or at school. We decided on making
an invention to solve a problem at school, seeing it as a way to give back to the school and improve
the lives of students.
Then, we listed a few locations where potential problems lay, namely the canteen, classrooms and
the science labs, as they were the most visited places in school.
We made a survey for students to find out everyday problems they face in the canteen, classrooms
and the science labs. Many people cited problems in the science labs, such as test tubes breaking,
noise from other students outside, and the temperature being too high. However, we soon found that
these problems could not be solved by a single invention and had more to do with human factors.
After some discussion with our mentor, Mr Fong, we decided to switch to the laboratory staff as our
target audience. After all, they spend more time in the lab than students and are equally susceptible
to issues involving scientific apparatus. An interview with the lab staff from both the high school
chemistry and physics labs revealed a few of the problems the lab staff faced. The physics lab staff
mentioned that the process of charging and checking the voltage of the rechargeable batteries, and
sweeping the eraser dust from the tables were very troublesome and took a lot of time. The
chemistry lab staff pointed out that it was difficult to wash chemical apparatuses, and that
distributing chemicals for student’s practicals was very time consuming. We also gained some insight
from an ex-JC(currently high school) lab staff, who revealed that large student populations presented
a problem in the preparation of chemicals for practical exams, which would take hours on end.

After identifying these problems, we chose 3 of them to evaluate using a decision matrix (Fig1.1).
1B
You should have selected a problem based on some considerations. Identify and justify
these considerations.
Considerations for selection:
1. Extent of problem: To maximise the impact on the target audience
2. Lack of existing market products: If there are existing market products, there wouldn’t be a
need for the project, making it meaningless.
3. Estimated cost of solving the problem: Potential solution should not be too expensive as
that might cause it to be unattractive to the target audience.
4. Possibility of solution: To tackle a problem that was within our capabilities and time &
monetary constraints.
1C
List some problems your group would like to solve. List also the considerations for
selection of problem in the evaluation grid below. Score the considerations, against the problems,
with points 1 (least significant) to 4 (most significant). Sum up the total points for each problem.
Identify that problem you would like to solve.
Considerations for Selection
(Rated on a scale of 1 to 5)

Problems
#1 Difficulty in
washing
apparatus

#2 Inconvenience
in preparing
chemicals

#3 Lack of battery
charging device

Extent of problem (1 is very unimportant,
5 is very important)

3

4

2

Lack of existing market products (1 is
very abundant, 5 is very lacking)

2

4

4

Estimated cost (1 is very unaffordable, 5
is very affordable)

4

3

3

Possibility of solution (1 is very
unfeasible, 5 is very feasible)

2

3

4

Total Score (out of 20)

11

14

13

(Fig 1.1, Criteria table used to determine which problem to solve.)

2. Define the Problem
(This is one…)

Now that the problem has been identified. It is important to gather information on the extent of the problem and/or
evaluate the usefulness of existing solutions based on some criteria. You may need to conduct surveys and research on
existing solutions.

2 A Extent of problem (Research and discuss the problem and write down the problem statement)
“Many Chemistry labs in s chools across Singapore face a similar problem - time-consuming to fill up the
chemical bottles manually(5.3 bottles/min)”
Mr Ee- High School Chem Lab Staff

Mr Ee, a High school chemistry lab staff, pointed out that the issue of spending too much time on
filling bottles is a common occurrence in secondary and jc chemistry labs in Singapore.
As such, the invention is targeted at chemistry lab staff in secondary school and junior colleges
across Singapore who spend a significant amount of time filling up small chemical bottles(of which
each student requires a set).
Here’s how they do it:

Chemical is poured from the chemical drum on the left via a jug into the 250ml bottles on the right.
This process is demonstrated in the following video(use a school account to view):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_T5aEJiBE0_vsTHbUAFOni8tg8Ishj0f/view?usp=sharing
More details can be found in section 3B
The product should be able to fulfill the following 5 criterias:
Chemically resistant - up to 2 molar solutions for acid and alkali
One size fit all - draw chemicals from 50-200 litre tanks
Dispensing speed & amount - dispense 250ml into each bottle at a fast yet appropriate rate

Easy to wash - rinse away chemical residues to prevent contamination
Cheap to make - chem labs have limited funding
2B
Compare and contrast the existing or similar solutions
Below are some existing products on the market. Analysis (Fig 2.0) and criteria table (Fig 2.1) are used
to determine how effective those products are at fulfilling the purpose of dispensing chemicals.

Microlit Scitus-100 Bottletop Dispenser |  Finnpipette™ F2 Multichannel Pipette | ALSCO 47" CPVC Pump Tube

Product

Chemical
resistance

One size fit all
(large tanks)

Dispensing
speed & amount

Easy to wash

Cost

1. Microlit Scitus-100
Bottletop Dispenser

Made with PTFE Pumps
and ETP
chemicals from
most lab
reagent bottles.
(28,32,36,40,45
mm)

Dispenses
chemicals in
small amounts
(10-100 ml)

Pump deionised $375
water through it

2. Finnpipette™ F2
Multichannel Pipette
4662020

Made with
PVDF

Draws
chemicals from
small reagent
reservoirs

Dispenses
chemicals in
very small
amounts
(10-100 µL)

Wash only if
chemicals are
spilt on it

$$628

3. ALSCO 47" CPVC
Pump Tube SP-280P Variable
Speed 220V Motor

Made with
CVPC (tube)
and Hastealloy
(shaft)

Able to fit large
chemical tanks
of various sizes
and openings

Dispenses
chemicals in
very large
amounts (58
litres/minute)

Wash by
pumping
deionised water
through it

$1,423.64

(Fig 2.0, Criteria table used to compare characteristics of existing market products)

(1-5)

Chemical
resistance

One size
fit all (large
tanks)

Dispensing
speed &
amount

Easy to
wash

Cost

Total
Score(Max
20)

Bottle top
dispenser

4

1

3(too slow)

4

3

15

Multichannel
Micropipette

4

1

2(quantity
too small)

5

2

14

Drum Pump

5

4

1(too fast)

4

1

15

(Rated on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the least suitable and 5 being the most suitable)

(Fig 2.1, Criteria table used to evaluate existing market products)

Based on extensive research and analysis, it can be concluded that no market product is tailored for
the exact usage as requested by the lab staff. Although products similar in nature and function exist,
ultimately none fit the role due to reasons such as insufficient dispensing volume and issues with
attaching onto chemical drums. As such, there is a definite need for an invention.

3. Your BIG IDEA#
(Developing the idea….)
Write down your proposed invention and why you want to do it. State also how you think your proposed invention is
better.

3A
Describe your proposed invention.
The prototype should be able to d ispense chemicals from large containers (100 litres) at a moderate
rate(200ml/bottle), be b uilt to last(withstand corrosion) with affordable materials and be easy to
wash.
It would be ideally built with thermoplastics such as PTFE and PVDF, which have high corrosion
resistance(since, according to the lab staff, cheaper materials such as Stainless Steel 316 & 304(both
about $2/kg) and Glass can be corroded by acid and alkaline respectively.). The invention would also
have a f lexible hose to transfer liquid from chemical t anks of various sizes and depths to itself. It
would also be easy to disassemble and assemble to wash after use. It should also have a tap or
handle to control the flow rate. The cost of the materials should not be too expensive. While it is
hard to determine how much the product would cost(would need to get quotations from at least 3
prototyping labs), the cost can be estimated by looking at the cost of PVDF and PTFE pellets; about
$8/kg each on alibaba - a reasonable price.
3B

Explain the purpose of your proposed invention and the potential benefits to users.

Phase

Current Method

Proposed changes

Arranging
(containers)

Bottles are manually arranged in a row

Arrange the bottles with a tray

Preparing
(chemicals)

Chemicals are scooped from chemical
drum using a j ug

Use an e
 lectrical pump to transfer
chemicals

Dispensing
(chemicals)

Chemicals are poured into each bottle
individually

Use n
 ozzles to divert chemicals into a
few bottles simultaneously

Capping
(bottles)

Each bottle is manually capped

-

The proposed invention aims to shorten the container arrangement, chemicals preparation and
chemical dispensing times to reduce the time required for filling up many bottles.
3C
In what ways would your proposed invention be different and/or better than existing
solutions, if any?
Similar to the market products mentioned above, the proposed invention would be made of strong &
inert thermoplastics and can be easily disassembled to wash.
However, it would also be better than them by being able to dispense 250ml into each chemical
bottle at a fast yet appropriate rate. The invention would also be v ersatile to fit different large
chemical tanks with different depths and openings. The materials should be cheap and the
components few and simple to cut down on costs.
3D
What are some problems you expect in the course of your proposed invention?
1. It is difficult to implement a watertight way of smoothly rotating the disk. Water might flow out of
the holes if there is even a slight amount of space between the disk and base.
2. It is difficult to s elect suitable materials for the contraption due to the high level of chemical
resistance required, and the factor of wear and tear.
3E

What and when are the major milestones (project timeline) in your invention?

4. Proposed Construction or Modelling Process*
(This first… then that…)
You are now onto the fabrication of your prototype/ product. You need to select material and understand how to put
them together so that your prototype/ product can perform its function.

4A
Explain how and why the materials were chosen for the prototype/ product of your
invention
Three types of materials will be used in the construction of the contraption: T UFFAK® General
Purpose Polycarbonate, Unfilled PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene), and Teflon AF 1600.

TUFFAK® General Purpose Polycarbonate: The main body, disk, nozzles, and handle are all made
with polycarbonate, as it is highly impact resistant for durability, rigid for dimensional stability, and
optically clear for the ease of use(when checking chemical level in the contraption).
Unfilled PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene): T he gaskets are made of PTFE for its excellent chemical
resistance, soft and formable properties, which is perfect for gaskets, and low coefficient of friction
to ensure that the user can turn the disk with ease.
Teflon AF 1600: T he insides of the container, the entire disk and handle, and the insides of the
nozzles will all be thinly coated with Teflon AF 1600, as it is extremely chemically resistant, easy to
process, and is optically clear to ensure that the user can tell the water level inside the contraption.
4B
Explore the considerations that may guide the construction of your prototype/ product.
Other than the aforementioned criteria, we should ensure that:
1. The disk can rotate smoothly
2. Chemicals will not leak out of the many openings
3. The contraption should be able to support at least 1.5kg of load (1000cm3 water is 1kg)
4C
Propose how the prototype/ product will be constructed or developed. You may use
drawings and photographs.
Idea 1 - Trapdoor mechanism

1. Chemical pumped into the chamber by pump.
2. Chemical dispensed once a certain mass of liquid is reached(causes the spring to compress
and the trapdoor to give way).

3. Funnel to prevent splashing.
Idea 2 - One-way valves

1. When plunger is pulled up, the pressure in the space between the two valves would decrease,
causing the chemical to push open the first one-way valve and enter the space between the
valves.
2. When the plunger is pushed down, the second one-way valve would be pushed open,
emptying the chemical into the container.
*Both valves have a trap door-like component that acts as a stopper to prevent backflow
Idea 3 - Rotating disk dispenser(Construction Process & Specifications)

1

2

3

4

1. Holding chamber
The holding chamber, which should be transparent with volume markings, is part of a one-piece
component along with the base plate and the four nozzles underneath. The primary gasket should be
attached to the base of the chamber, with its holes perfectly aligning those on the container. Notice
the slit cut out on the side of the container, which is meant to house the lever used to operate the
device.
2. Disk

The disk is identical to the one attached to the bottom of the container, save for the fact that it is
smaller in diameter in order to fit into the container itself. When placed inside the chamber, its holes
should align perfectly with that of the bottom disc.
3. Installation of disk
The top plate, when placed inside the container, should be in full contact with the primary gasket,
and the secondary gasket should be installed such that it fully covers the opening. This allows for the
installation of the lever used to rotate the movable top disc while maintaining the watertight
integrity of the contraption.
4. Installation of lever
The lever/ handle would be installed as such. It allows the upper plate to rotate in order to align the
holes so that chemicals can flow. The side opening should be cut with the dimensions of both plates
in mind, such that when the lever is at either end of the opening, the corresponding hole alignment
would be fully opened or fully closed. This is done for the sake of user convenience, in order to save
time from having to manually align the plates.

Dimensions(Idea 3)

There are 4 types of bottles used by the lab consisting of 2 vertical cross-section profiles. As can be
seen from these drawn-to-scale diagrams, the nozzles only have to be positioned above the mouth of
the first 3 bottle types in order to accomodate the fourth type.

Final dimensions of the prototype(Idea 3)

Dimensions of base

|

Nozzle Cross Section

|

Gasket Cross Section

1. Base dimensions: Dimensions are chosen such that the nozzles will align with all bottle types, and
that the structural integrity of the base, disk, and gasket are not compromised by thin edges. Disk and
gasket will each have holes in the same positions, just with smaller diameters, 13.0cm and 14.0 cm
respectively.
2. Dimensions of nozzles: The nozzle should be molded as one piece with the container. Dimensions
are chosen such that not only does it work with all bottle types, it can also help to channel the
chemicals to minimize splashing.
3. Dimensions of the primary gasket: (which is to be molded with PTFE) It will be attached to the base
of the contraption, with the holes fully aligned. It will smoothen the rotation of the disk and ensure
that chemicals do not leak out of the contraption while the container is being filled.

Final cross section view(Idea 3)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This is a draw- to-scale cross sectional view of the finished product.
Capacity of m
 ore than 1000cm3 (250cm3 per nozzle)
The gasket will be placed on top of the base, and the rotating disk will rest on the cutout in the gasket
Cutout on the right side of the contraption allows for the installment of a handle to rotate the disk
A secondary gasket installed above the handle to ensure no leakage of chemical through the handle
hole.
0.5cm x 0.5cm cutouts on the bottom of the base of the container to ensure that the structural
integrity of the base is not compromised while having the convenience of a supporting stand, which
will hold the container in place with these cutouts.
The base of the container will be 1cm thick and the walls will be 0.5cm thick. The disk will be 1cm
thick, and the gasket will be 0.75cm thick with a 0.25cm deep cutout for the disk.

Accessories(Idea 3)

1. Top view of stand: It is a circle with a cross in the middle, with four hollow areas for the base of the
contraption to rest.
2. Bottom view of Contraption: Darker colour symbolizes the cut ins, where the stand shown above is
meant to be inserted into.
3. Side view of stand: Stand will be 22.0 cm tall to ensure the nozzles will be high enough to not collide
with the bottles with the arranging try below, and low enough where chemicals will not splash.

Although the invention cuts down time on the dispensing of chemicals, having to arrange the bottles
in alignment to the nozzles can be tedious. One solution would be to use an arranging tray. By having
the correct dimensions to match the bottles, they will fall in place without the need for arranging.
This concept takes inspiration from bottle unscrambling machines.
1. Bottles out of arrangement: Bottles can be randomly placed into the tray without the need for
careful arranging.
2. Bottles arranged neatly: Gently shaking and tilting the tray will cause the bottles to fall neatly into
place. The tray can then be placed underneath the device for dispensing.
This process is demonstrated in the following video:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tv1EeblzCnQzDxnR2E-9IjIOfEspXtMg/view?usp=sharing

Centrifugal pump for bringing the chemicals from the drum to the contraption. Tubes will be
connected to its impeller and outlet, leading from the outlet of the drum and to the contraption

respectively. It will be turned on and off with a switch, and is an efficient transfer method.
“This invention can streamline the process of preparing chemicals and s ave time … I believe this idea is
feasible”
Mdm Long - High School Chem Lab Staff

The final design was evaluated by Mdm long, a High school chemistry lab staff, who approved of its
time saving value and feasibility.
4D
Briefly explain how the video / animation can effectively show how your invention will
work and the different considerations.

Working principles:
1. Pump transfers chemicals from the big drum (main container where lab staff store chemicals that
they want to give to students) into the contraption
2. In the container, there will be a circular gasket, which will house the circular disk. All three
components will have the same holes in the same positions.
3. There will be a handle on the upper circular piece which can control its orientation . There will be
a small window in the circular container for the handle to protrude out.
4. The bottom gasket will be fixed in place and it cannot move about.
Operation of the device is as follows:
1. Switch on the pump and turn it off once the desired value on the volume markings is reached.
2. Turn the handle to move the disk to align the holes. This allows liquid to flow freely from the
holding chamber.
3. To stop the flow of chemicals, the user will turn the handle in the opposite direction to make the
holes no longer aligned, thus stopping the flow of liquid.
Warning:
●
●
●

Video / animated simulation only if prototyping is absolutely no possible.
Video / animated simulation must be logical and convincing that the invention works.
Constraints must be clearly included in the logbook or the project will be heavily penalized.
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